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Abstract: Existing tensor network models of holography are limited to representing the
geometry of constant time slices of static spacetimes. We study the possibility of describing
the geometry of a dynamic spacetime using tensor networks. We find it is necessary to give
a new definition of length in the network, and propose a definition based on the mutual
information. We show that by associating a set of networks with a single quantum state
and making use of the mutual information based definition of length, a network analogue
of the maximin formula can be used to calculate the entropy of boundary regions.
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1 Introduction
In the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence, the Ryu-Takayanagi (RT) formula [1]
relates the entropy of boundary regions to minimal surfaces of the asymptotically AdS bulk
region. Building on an understanding of the MERA network [2, 3] and the presence of area
laws for entanglement entropy in tensor network states [4], tensor networks which realize the
RT formula have been found [5–7]. These tensor network models also realize the subregion
duality property [8–12], a fact that has highlighted the role of quantum error correction in
AdS/CFT.
In the analogy between tensor network models and AdS/CFT the graph geometry of
the network corresponds to the geometry of a spacelike slice of an AdS spacetime, while the
state on the free legs of the network corresponds to the CFT state. Although the analogy
realizes notable properties of the AdS/CFT correspondence, we point out here that the
bulk geometries represented by these models are restricted to constant time slices of static
spacetimes.
In this paper we study if it is possible to use tensor networks to describe geometries
and boundary states in the dynamic case. To evaluate if our networks describe a dynamic
geometry we study the HRT formula [13], which generalizes RT to dynamic CFT states and
AdS geometries. In the tensor network setting we find it useful to consider the restatement
of HRT as the maximin formula [14]. The maximin formula involves optimizing over all
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the spacelike slices anchored on a boundary region of interest. In particular, for a dynamic
spacetime minimal surfaces for different boundary regions may not lie in a single spacelike
slice.
In the tensor network picture there are many networks which contract to give the same
boundary state. In our construction these networks play the role of the many possible
spacelike slices of the AdS interior for a fixed boundary region. In particular, we show that
the set of networks all contracting to a fixed boundary state can be searched over to calculate
boundary entropies. In the case of HaPPY networks we find that this procedure reduces to
finding minimal lengths in a single network. Additionally, we demonstrate the existence of
states where several networks are needed to calculate the entropies of all boundary regions,
analogous to the situation for dynamic CFT states.
A key step in constructing network models that describe dynamic geometries is a re-
definition of length. Indeed, in earlier models length is defined as the logarithm of the
total dimension of the legs crossed by the cut of interest, that is L(γ) = log dim γ. It is
not difficult to see that this definition of length removes any possibility of describing a
dynamic geometry. Indeed, in the maximin picture there should be networks where the
minimal length of a cut drops below the entropy of the boundary region it encloses. For
instance taking the maximin surface and moving it in a timelike direction decreases its
length. However, the quantity log dim γ actually provides an upper bound on the entropy
of the enclosed region, so if L(γ) = log dim γ it can never happen that the length is less
than the entropy.
We emphasize that our results do not contain a method for evolving a tensor network
in time. Rather, we establish a network analogue of the maximin formula. Our procedure
searches over a set of networks, but this set does not have an ordering and consequently
we cannot directly interpret the set as a sequence of networks describing a time evolution.
However, one motivation for this work is that it may give insight into how to construct a
time evolving network. We discuss this possibility further in section 5.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2 we give background on tensor
networks. The reader familiar with networks may skim this section, but should note the
explanation of the arrow notation and the statement of theorem 3, which is straightforward
but not stated elsewhere. Section 2.2 discusses tensor networks as maps and points out
the equivalence of isometries and minimal cuts in HaPPY networks. Section 3.1 gives our
demonstration that existing constructions are limited to representing constant time slices
of static spacetimes. Section 3.2 and 3.3 give a new definition of length. Finally, in section
4 we give a preliminary example of a set of networks and a quantum mechanical state with
properties analogous to dynamic holographic states.
2 Tensor network background
2.1 Tensor network basics
The tensor network formalism describes graphically the pattern of contraction of a set of
simple objects to form a more complex quantum state. The basic objects in the graphical
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(a) (b)
Figure 1: (a) A maximally entangled state in the Hilbert space, represented in the graphical
notation. (b) A maximally entangled state in the dual Hilbert space, represented in the
graphical notation.
formalism are vertices with some number of lines attached. Each vertex corresponds to a
quantum state, and the lines each correspond to a ket or bra index. For instance
|Ψ+〉 =
D∑
m=1
|m〉|m〉 (2.1)
is represented by figure 1a. We attach a direction (inward or outward) to each line in
the diagram, with inward arrows indicating ket indices and outward arrows indicating bra
indices. Thus 〈Ψ+| is represented as in figure 1b.
It will be convenient to write down quantum states without explicitly including their
basis vectors. For example, the maximally entangled state |Ψ+〉 is written δab, leaving the
choice of basis implicit. In this notation ket indices are lowered and bra indices are raised,
so 〈Ψ+| becomes δab. More generally a quantum state
|φ〉 =
∑
a,b
Tab|a〉|b〉 (2.2)
is specified as Tab. The upper and lower indices carry transformation rules with them. Since
|φ〉 =
∑
a,b,c
Ta(U
†)abU
b
c |c〉 =
∑
b
T ′b|b〉, (2.3)
we see that lower indices transform according to Ta → Ta(U †)ab under a change of basis
described by |b〉 = U bc |c〉. Similarly under the same change of basis upper indices transform
according to T a → T aU ba.
The basic operation of the tensor network formalism is the composition of two quantum
states. Composition of two ket states, say Tabcd and Sefgh is performed by introducing
maximally entangled bra states,
Tabcd ◦ Sefgh → TabcdδceδdfSefgh. (2.4)
This is illustrated in figure 2. The contraction performed above was not the unique choice,
since different pairs of indices could have been contracted. In general, to describe a pattern
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ST ST
Figure 2: A basic example of a contraction of two quantum states into a tensor net-
work. Algebraically, the objects at left are written Tabcd and Sefgh. The object at right is
Tabcdδ
ceδdfSefgh.
M
(a)
MT
(b)
Figure 3: (a) An operator M ⊗ I applied to a quantum state. (b) In the case where the
vertex represents a maximally entangled state, the operator M can be moved to the other
subspace by taking the transpose.
of contraction of two or more quantum states a graph is specified. States are associated
with vertices, with each line attached to a vertex representing a particular index. The
contraction is performed by placing maximally entangled pairs on the edges and connecting
in going and out going lines.
Operators acting on quantum states we represent as vertices having both inward di-
rected and outward directed lines attached, and are written as tensors with upper and lower
indices, for example Mab. Diagrammatically, applying an operator to a state is given by
connecting lines. The algebraic equivalent is performing the appropriate sum. Thus the
operator Mab applied to a state Tab is represented by figure 3a or by MacTcb. In the case
of maximally entangled states, it is straightforward to show the identity
M ⊗ I|Ψ+〉 = I ⊗MT |Ψ+〉. (2.5)
We will refer to this as the transpose rule below.
Indices can be raised and lowered by contracting with maximally entangled pairs. In
particular an operator Mab can be mapped to a state by Mab →Mab = Macδcb, and states
to operators by Mab → Mab = Macδcb. In the simplest case of a state with two indices
this is also known as the Choi-Jamiołkowski mapping [15] between pure bipartite states
and operators. More generally, we can raise and lower indices on objects with arbitrary
numbers of indices by appropriate contractions with maximally entangled pairs.
It is also possible to represent density matrices in a tensor network diagram. The
density matrix corresponding to the state in eq. 2.2, given by
ρAB =
∑
ab
Tab(T
∗)cd|a〉〈c|A ⊗ |b〉〈d|B, (2.6)
is drawn as the network shown in figure 4a. Contracting corresponding inward or outward
indices in the diagram performs the partial trace. We show the diagram for ρA in figure 4b.
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(a) (b)
T ∗
T
T ∗
T
Figure 4: (a) Representation of the density matrix ρAB shown in eq. 2.6 in the graphical
notation. (b) Representation of the reduced density matrix ρA in the graphical notation.
In general the contraction of two properly normalized quantum states results in an
unnormalized output, meaning it is necessary to add a final normalization factor after all
the contractions have been performed. For this reason we frequently drop any normalization
factors on our initial states, for instance writing |Ψ+〉 = ∑ |m〉|m〉, since this has no effect
on the final state after contraction and adding proper normalization.
We recall an important bound on the von Neumann entropy of a subsystem of a tensor
network state. Suppose we have a quantum state which is written
|ψ〉 =
∑
Ti1...inj1...jn |i1〉A¯...|in〉A¯|j1〉A...|jn〉A
=
∑
IJ
TIJ |I〉A¯|J〉A, (2.7)
where the capital indices stand in for a set of lower case indices, and we are interested in the
entropy of the A subsystem. If this state is described by a tensor network we can consider a
cut γ passing through the network and separating off the region A. Such a cut is specified
by a path in the dual graph, which passes through a sequence of maximally entangled pairs.
For each cut, there is a corresponding decomposition of the TIJ given by
|ψ〉 =
∑
IJKL
AIJδ
JKBKL|I〉A¯|L〉A. (2.8)
Now define states by
∑
J BKL|L〉A = |Kˆ〉A and
∑
I AIK |I〉 = |Kˆ〉A¯. This gives
|ψ〉 =
|K|∑
K=1
|Kˆ〉A¯|Kˆ〉A. (2.9)
From this we have that rank(ρA) ≤ |K|. Since the von Neumann entropy is bounded above
by the log of the rank, we have
S(ρA) ≤ log dim γ, (2.10)
where we define the dimension of the cut by dim γ ≡ |K|. Equality occurs when |Kˆ〉A and
|Kˆ〉A¯ are orthonormal bases.
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HaPPY networks are a special class of networks for which it has been shown [5] that
cuts which cross a minimal number of legs saturate the bound 2.10. The basic building
block of a HaPPY network is a perfect tensor. We remind the reader of the definition of a
perfect tensor below.
Definition 1 A perfect tensor is a tensor Ta1a2...a2n with an even number of indices and
having the property that
Ta1...anan+1...a2n(T
∗)b1...bnan+1...a2n = δb1a1 ...δ
bn
an , (2.11)
where the an+1...a2n can be chosen to be any of the 2n legs of the tensor.
We can also raise and lower legs on the left side of 2.11, giving
Ta1...an
an+1...a2n(T ∗)b1...bnan+1...a2n = δ
b1
a1 ...δ
bn
an . (2.12)
This shows we can think of the perfection condition as the statement that the tensor defines
a unitary transformation from any set of n legs to the complement. It follows by contracting
indices on both sides of 2.12 that perfect tensors define isometries from any subset of legs
of size k < n to the complement. We illustrate the perfection condition in figure 5.
A useful operation involving perfect tensors is operator pushing. Suppose we have a
perfect tensor T and an operator O which acts on three legs. Then we can rewrite the
tensor OT as TO′ by defining O′ = T †OT . We illustrate this in figure 6. An operator
acting on a single leg of a 2n leg perfect tensor can be pushed through to any n legs, but
in general the operator O′ will not act as a tensor product across those legs.
To construct a HaPPY network, perfect tensors are placed on the vertices of a graph
with a non-positive curvature condition1. Reference [5] which introduced HaPPY networks
does not keep track of the distinction between upper and lower indices in their construction,
so to translate their construction to the language used here we must consider a maximally
entangled state being placed along every edge of this non-positively curved graph. This
done, we may perform the contraction, leaving a boundary state whose entanglement en-
tropies saturate 2.10.
In the case of HaPPY networks and in random tensor networks the length of curves
through the graph is defined by:
LG(γ) = log(dim γ). (2.13)
Herein we will refer to this as the graph length. In section 3.2 we will discuss an alternative
notion of length in the network.
2.2 Maps defined from tensor networks
We will see in section 3 that describing the geometry of a spacelike slice of an evolving
geometry requires a new definition of length in the network. Our definition will be built
1By non-positive curvature it is meant that distance (measured in number of legs cut) between points
in the dual graph has no maximum away from the boundary.
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T † T =
Figure 5: Illustration of the defining condition for perfect tensors. The same equality must
hold when any subset consisting of half the legs is contracted.
=O T O′T
Figure 6: Illustration of the operator pushing operation. An operator O acting on a subset
of size n of a perfect tensor with 2n legs is equivalent to an operator O′ = T †OT acting on
the complement.
on a set of natural maps defined from the network. Earlier literature [5–7, 16] contains
two types of mapping: maps between boundary legs and another set of “bulk” uncontracted
legs, and maps between interior contracted legs and boundary legs. Our maps are of the
second type. In the interest of being self contained and to fix language we describe this
mapping in some detail below.
Any cut which partitions the network defines two tensors, call them C and D, which
contract to give the boundary state. That is we can write
|ψ〉AA¯ =
∑
IJK
CIJδ
JKDKL|IA〉|LA¯〉. (2.14)
This state can be formed by acting with the operators2
C =
∑
IJ
CIj1...jn |IA〉〈jB1 |...〈jBn |,
D =
∑
KJ
DKj1...jn |KA¯〉〈jB¯1 |...〈jB¯n |, (2.15)
on a collection of maximally entangled pairs. That is
|ψ〉AA¯ = (C ⊗D)
n⊗
i=1
|Ψ+〉B¯iB¯i . (2.16)
In this picture C and D act as maps from an interior Hilbert space onto the boundary.
There is freedom in how we choose the operators C and D. For example, we could form
2If the boundary state is thought of as formed by contracting two states |C〉 =∑CIJ |I〉|J〉 and |D〉 =∑
DKJ |K〉|J〉, these are just the operators that |C〉 and |D〉 are brought to under the Choi-Jamiołkowski
mapping.
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the same state by contraction with a different choice of entangled states |Ψi〉 by writing
|ψ〉AA¯ = (CΛ−1 ⊗DΛ¯−1)
n⊗
i=1
(λi ⊗ λ¯i)|Ψ+〉BiB¯i
= (C ′ ⊗D′)
n⊗
i=1
|Ψi〉BiB¯i , (2.17)
where Λ =
⊗
i λ
i and Λ¯ =
⊗
i λ¯
i. Additionally, we can move an operator λi onto the B¯i
Hilbert space using the transpose rule. We could also choose operators Λ and Λ¯ which are
not product. In this case we can no longer write
⊗
i |Ψi〉 for the state acted on by C and
D.
The general expression for |ψ〉 without placing assumptions on the form of the project-
ing state is
|ψ〉AA¯ = (C ⊗D)|Ψ〉BB¯, (2.18)
where we label the Hilbert space
⊗
iBi by B and
⊗
i B¯i by B¯. We give the graphical
description of this expression in figure 7a. Eq. 2.18 expresses the boundary state as the
output of two operators acting on a state localized to the cut γ. This suggests a natural
mapping to the cut,
|γ〉BB¯ = C†C ⊗D†D|Ψ〉BB¯. (2.19)
This expression for the state on a cut is given graphically as figure 7b.
It will be useful in generalizing away from the static case to remind ourselves of the
HaPPY network construction. The key result of this earlier work is that
S(A) = min
γA
LG(γ
A), (2.20)
Where A is a single boundary interval and the minimization is taken over cuts γA enclosing
A. To show this, the authors show that both sides of a minimal cut can be interpreted as
a unitary circuit from the cut legs and a subset of the boundary legs to the remainder of
the boundary legs. We restate this result in a slightly changed language as follows.
Theorem 2 In a HaPPY network, a cut which is anchored on a boundary interval A and
crosses a minimal number of legs defines a map from the cut legs to the interval A which is
an isometry.
We will refer to cuts of a network that define isometries on both sides as isometric
cuts. This result allows us to calculate the state defined on a cut as given in eq. 2.19
whenever the cut is minimal. Recalling that all of the contractions in a HaPPY network
are performed with maximally entangled pairs, 2.19 becomes
|γ〉BB¯ = (C†C ⊗D†D)
n⊗
i=1
|Ψ+〉BiB¯i . (2.21)
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|Ψ〉
D
C
(a)
|Ψ〉
D
C
D†
C†
(b)
Figure 7: (a) Graphical description of 2.18, which gives a tensor network state in terms
of the two block tensors C and D defined by a cut γ. (b) Graphical description of eq 2.19,
which computes the state on a cut γ.
When the cut is minimal theorem 2 gives C†C = I and D†D = I, so the state on the cut
is just a collection of maximally entangled pairs, with one pair for each edge cut by γ.
In fact, we can straightforwardly extend theorem 2 to an if and only if statement as
follows.
Theorem 3 In a HaPPY network, a cut γ enclosing a single boundary interval defines an
isometry on both sides if and only if log dim γ is minimal.
Proof. That a cut being minimal implies the maps it defines are isometries is given as
theorem 2.
Next we show that an isometric cut is minimal. Consider the boundary state as written
in 2.18, which corresponds to the diagram in figure 7a. To form the density matrix on a
region A we draw an arrow reversed duplicate of 7a, and contract the A¯ legs. Then since
D†D = I and |Ψ〉 = ⊗i |Ψ+〉 we are left with
ρA = CC
†. (2.22)
To get the normalization factor note that tr(CC†) = tr(C†C) = log dim γ. Further, since
CC† is a projector its non-zero eigenvalues are equal to one. Using these two facts we have
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that
S(ρA) = log dim γ. (2.23)
At the same time, the bound 2.10 gives that S(ρA) ≤ log dim γ′ for any cut γ′ in the
network. Combining this with 2.23 we have
log dim γ ≤ log dim γ′ (2.24)
for any cut in the network. Thus any cut which defines an isometry on both sides is minimal.
As a consequence of theorem 3 the RT formula for HaPPY networks can be restated as
S(A) = L(γAiso). (2.25)
Here γ is any isometric cut enclosing A. We will refer to this as the isometric cut formula3.
As we will see later, this form for the Ryu-Takayangi formula is more easily generalized to
dynamic states than the statement using minimization.
3 Length and extremal curves in tensor networks
3.1 Lessons from the maximin formula
The maximin formula states that, for holographic states, the entropy of a boundary region
A can be calculated as
S(A) = max
Σ
(
min
γA
L(γA)
)
. (3.1)
That is consider a spacelike slice of the boundary and a subset A of this slice. On each
spacelike surface Σ which has the chosen boundary, calculate the length of the minimal
surface homologous to A. From the set of all those lengths choose the largest element. The
resulting length will give the entropy S(A).
To translate this statement into tensor network language it is clear that we need to
think of a boundary state as associated with a set of networks. Indeed, as mentioned
preceding equation 2.17, there are various ways we can modify a network while preserving
the boundary state. Beginning with a defining network these transformations give a set of
networks corresponding to a single boundary state. We will explore the possibility that a
set of networks generated in this way can be searched over to calculate boundary entropies,
analogous to optimization over spacelike slices in the maximin formula.
However, suppose that we have decided on a set of networks and that the maximin
formula is true for these networks and their boundary state. Then the maximization step
of the maximin formula gives that the minimal lengths in each network are bounded above
by the entropy,
min
γA
L(γA) ≤ S(A). (3.2)
3As with theorems 2 and 3 the isometric cut formula is proven only for boundary regions consisting of
a single interval.
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This is a key inequality restricting the possible definitions of the length L(γA) in the net-
work. Indeed, suppose that we took L(γ) = LG(γ), the graph length. Then the rank bound
on the entanglement entropy given in 2.10 says that
S(A) ≤ min
γA
(log(dim γA)) = min
γA
LG(γ). (3.3)
This is the opposite inequality to 3.2, so we have that S(A) = min
γA
LG(γ) for all networks in
the set optimized over. This means that every network in the set must contain the extremal
curve anchored on A. Repeating this for each of the possible boundary regions, we would
conclude that every network in the set must contain the extremal curves for each boundary
region. In a dynamic spacetime however no one slice should contain all of the extremal
curves. Taking the graph length then prevents any description of the geometry of slices
other than the constant time slices of static spacetimes.
We see that a requirement for describing spacelike slices of dynamic geometries using
tensor networks is a new definition of length in networks. With a definition of length in
hand, one approach is to determine the extremal cut by variation over the set of networks.
However, it turns out to be simpler to generalize the isometric cut formula 2.25 than to
try and generalize the statement 2.20 of RT in terms of minimal cuts. Indeed, a possible
generalization of 2.25 is just 2.25 again, with the modification that the isometric cut can
now be chosen from within a set of networks. We find in the next section that there is a
simple way to define L(γ) that has reasonable geometric properties and which extends the
isometric cut formula to the dynamic setting.
3.2 A definition of length in tensor networks
From our analysis of the maximin formula we know that the definition of length will need
to be changed. We claim that there is a simple way to define L(γ) which guarantees
S(A) = L(γAiso) whenever such an isometric cut exists in the set of networks associated with
the boundary state. To see this first calculate the boundary state on A in terms of the
operators defined by an isometric cut γAiso. This is most easily done by looking again at
figure 7 and considering an arrow reversed duplicate of the network in figure 7a. We then
contract the A¯ legs and use that D†D = I, which yields
ρA = CtrB¯(|Ψ〉〈Ψ|)C†. (3.4)
Since C is an isometry, we have that S(ρA) = S(trB¯|Ψ〉〈Ψ|). Next, consider the length
L(γAiso). As discussed in section 2.2 any cut has a state associated with it, given by 2.19.
In particular since γAiso is an isometric cut we have
|γiso〉 = |Ψ〉BB¯. (3.5)
From this it is clear that defining the length as the entropy of one side of |Ψ〉 would correctly
compute S(A). We prefer to write this more symmetrically as the mutual information
L(γAiso) =
1
2
I|γ〉(B : B¯). (3.6)
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For a HaPPY network, the state |Ψ〉 is a product of maximally entangled pairs and the
length of a minimal cut reduces to the graph length. What about an arbitrary cut in a
HaPPY network? In this case we make use of the fact that when |Ψ〉 is product, the length
of a minimal cut becomes a sum over each leg in the cut
L(γAiso) =
∑
i
1
2
I|γ〉(Bi : B¯i). (3.7)
Thus it is natural to associate a length to each leg individually,
L(γi) =
1
2
I|γ〉(Bi : B¯i). (3.8)
For an arbitrary curve we can define its length to be the sum of the lengths of each leg,
where we calculate the length of a single leg by finding an isometric cut containing that leg.
In the HaPPY network this assigns all legs a length of log dim γi.
For a non-HaPPY network we can attempt to assign lengths to every leg by the same
procedure of looking at the product factors of the isometric cuts which are in that network.
In general however not every leg will be part of an isometric cut, and it may not be possible
to assign a length to every leg. This manner of building up the lengths of arbitrary cuts
using the lengths of isometric cuts is reminiscent of the differential entropy formula [17, 18].
Extremal cuts in the differential entropy formula play the role of isometric cuts in the
procedure outlined here. This is consistent with our interpretation of 2.25 as applying to
dynamic spacetimes, since the isometric cuts of 2.25 are playing the role of extremal curves.
As a basic check on this definition of length, we should confirm that all isometric cuts
passing a single leg will assign the same value of length to that leg. Indeed, for any isometric
cut crossing a segment γi the length of that segment is given by the mutual information
I(B : B¯)/2 computed in the projecting state |Ψi〉, and is independent of the operators C
and D defined by whichever isometric cut has been chosen. Further, the projecting state
|Ψi〉 is fixed for a given network.
We can also notice that contracting the network in a different basis has no effect on
the length of a cut. This follows from the invariance of the mutual information under local
unitaries. Finally, it would be nice to see that if a cut γ is composed of two segments γ1
and γ2 then
L(γ) = L(γ1) + L(γ2). (3.9)
We’ll refer to this as the additivity property. The additivity property is not guaranteed by
our definition of length, but rather depends on the structure of the state |Ψ〉 appearing in
3.5. For example if this state is product across each leg, that is if
|γiso〉 =
n⊗
i=1
|Ψi〉, (3.10)
then the length is additive at the level of individual legs. However, in other cases it may
happen that entanglement is present across the Bi, in which case the length will not be
additive across individual legs. In the dynamic example given in section 4 we will allow
legs which are contracted with a common vertex to share entanglement, meaning additivity
may fail at the level of a small number (in the case there, three) legs.
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(a)
A
(b)
Figure 8: (a) A HaPPY network. Six legged vertices are perfect tensors and two legged
projecting pairs are maximally entangled states. All boundary entropies are given by the
graph length of a minimal cut in the network. (b) A network which satisfies the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula using the mutual information based definition of length, but does not
satisfy Ryu-Takayanagi when using the graph length. The blue dots and legs represent the
projecting state given in eq. 3.11. The dashed line represents the isometric cut for the
boundary region A.
3.3 A static example
As an illustration of this assignment of length we look at a network which does not satisfy
RT when the graph length is used, but does when using the mutual information based
definition. Our example is based on the network shown in figure 8a. The six legged tensors
are perfect tensors, and the two legged tensors shown as solid black dots are maximally
entangled pairs used to form the contraction. This is a HaPPY network and the boundary
entropies are all given by the minimal number of legs cut to separate off a boundary region.
For our example we replace the maximally entangled pairs around the edge of the
network with another state, |Ψi〉, which for convenience we write in the form4
|Ψi〉 = (O ⊗ I)|Ψ+〉. (3.11)
The modified network is shown in figure 8b. We claim that this network satisfies the RT
formula using our new definition of length in terms of mutual information, but not using
the graph length. To see this we begin by computing the entropy of the three boundary
legs marked region A.
We can go a long ways towards computing this entropy using the graphical notation.
To do this we draw an arrow reversed copy of figure 8b, then contract all the legs in A¯.
4It is always possible to write |Ψ〉 in this way because we can write |Ψi〉 = A⊗B|Ψ+〉 and then use the
transpose rule to move B to the other subspace.
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=Figure 9: The basic simplification used to compute the density matrix of region A in figure
8b. The six leg tensors are from the edge of the network shown in figure 8b. The effect of
the state given in equation 3.11 is to add a normalization factor, represented as the blue
loop at right.
Figure 10: Graphical representation of the density matrix of the region A from figure 8b.
To understand what happens when this is done consider the diagram in figure 9. The
simplification shown there gives that all the insertions of O that are not adjacent to region
A turn into pure normalization factors. After continuing the contraction we are left with
the density matrix illustrated in figure 10. As an operator expression, this is
ρA = T (OO† ⊗ I ⊗OO†)T †. (3.12)
The entropy is given by:
S(ρA) = S(T
†ρAT ) = 2 · S(OO†) + 1 (3.13)
By choosing O to be non-unitary we find an entropy less than 3 = LG(γmin), so we have
that the RT formula using the graph length fails.
What is the minimal length when computed using eq. 3.6? The cut with the minimal
number of legs actually defines an isometry on both sides5. This is in fact what we used
5To be precise, the A¯ side of this cut has the property D†γDγ = αI for a scalar α. This scalar is divided
out when the normalization is added to the state.
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when showing that the reduced density matrix ρA was given by expression 3.12. Since both
sides of the cut are isometries the state on the cut is just given by the projecting state,
which in this case is
|Ψ〉 = |Ψi〉B1B¯1 ⊗ |Ψ+〉B2B¯2 ⊗ |Ψi〉B3B¯3 . (3.14)
There are two legs with operator insertions, which have length
L =
1
2
IΨi(B : B¯) = S(OO†), (3.15)
while the leg with no insertion has length IΨ+(B : B¯)/2 = 1, giving L = 2 · S(OO†) + 1 =
S(ρA). It is straightforward to check the minimal lengths and boundary entropies of any
other region A in the network shown in figure 8b agree.
4 Dynamic tensor network states
Consider an AdS spacetime and a spacelike slice of its boundary. The maximin formula
shows that the entanglement entropy of a given boundary region can be found by deter-
mining the area of an extremal surface extending into the AdS spacetime. For a dynamic
spacetime these extremal surfaces may lie in many different slices of the interior. In the
tensor network picture we have identified isometric cuts as the network analogue of extremal
surfaces. Further, we have suggested a set of networks contracting to a single boundary
state is the analogue of the set of spacelike slices of the bulk spacetime. A tensor net-
work state which is analogous to an evolving spacetime then should have isometric cuts for
different boundary regions living in different networks drawn from this set.
We will call this set of networks F , and specify the networks it contains by giving
a defining network N0 along with a set of allowed transformation rules. Continuing our
analogy, we view these transformations as corresponding to deformations of the interior
spacelike slices. Importantly, these transformations must preserve the boundary state. An
example of such a transformation was given as equation 2.17.
To construct examples of boundary states with a geometry corresponding to a dynamic
spacetime we begin with the example network of figure 8a and replace three of the maximally
entangled pairs which are projected into the central vertex with the state
|Ψi〉 = (O ⊗ I)|Ψ+〉. (4.1)
This is our defining network, shown in figure 11a. The allowed transformations we take to
be the operator pushing operation discussed in section 2.1. This results in the four networks
shown in figure 11b-d being included in the set F .
It is not difficult to see that no one of these networks contains isometric cuts for every
boundary region, but the set of four together do. Consider for example the defining network,
figure 11a, with O sitting on three of the interior legs (marked as blue legs). Consider first
the subregion consisting of exterior legs attached to vertex f. The cut enclosing f and
crossing three legs is isometric, this follows from the identity shown in figure 12. Similarly,
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Figure 11: The four networks included in the set F considered in text. The projecting
states shown in blue in (a) are defined by an operator O acting on the maximally entangled
state, these can be pushed to any subset of three legs, as seen in (b-d). In general the
pushed through operator will not have a tensor product structure, so the corresponding
projecting state will be entangled across three legs. This is indicated here by the thick blue
line in (b-d). All four networks shown here have the same boundary state. The entropies of
subsets of boundary legs is calculated by choosing the network which contains an isometric
cut enclosing those boundary legs, and applying the isometric cut formula. No one network
contains an isometric cut for every boundary region, but the set of four networks together
do.
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=Figure 12: The identity used to show a cut containing one interior leg which is blue in
11a is isometric up to a normalization factor. This identity is easily derived from that in
figure 13.
=
Figure 13: The identity used to show the cut γ1 in figure 11a is isometric up to a normal-
ization factor.
the cut γ2 which encloses f and g can be shown to be isometric by use of the identity in
figure 13. Further, the boundary legs adjacent to vertices f,g,b or c,d,e are also enclosed
by isometric cuts contained in the network of figure 11a, since a minimal cut which crosses
three interior blue legs is isometric.
The need for additional networks to be included in the set F arises when we consider
subregions adjacent to two or fewer black interior legs. Take for example the subregion
containing vertices b, c and d. The cut γ2 which crosses one blue and two black interior
legs is not isometric, nor is the other possible cut which crosses one black and two blue
interior legs. To find an isometric cut enclosing b-c-d we consider network 11b. Since all
the operator insertions now live on the cut γ2 and γ2 crosses a minimal number of legs, it
is isometric. Similarly, an isometric cut for enclosing d-e-f can be found in network 11 and
an isometric cut for e-f-g in network 11.
A complication arises in considering the region containing only c, d or e, or regions
f-e, e-d, d-c, c-b. Consider region d-c, the remaining possibilities are handled similarly. In
this case an isometric cut can be found in network 11b. To see this, we must return to the
notion of a cut through the network. Recall that a cut γ corresponds to a specification of
projecting state, on which operators C and D act to prepare the boundary state. Implicitly,
choosing a cut involves specifying which legs of the projecting state are acted on by the
operator C and which by the operator D, corresponding to our breakdown of the projecting
state Hilbert space into HB and HB¯. To specify this in the graphical notation we can use
a double line to specify a cut through the network. One cut γ crosses the legs which are
associated with the B Hilbert space, with a second cut γ¯ denoting the legs in the B¯ Hilbert
space. We have adopted this notation in figure 14 to specify an isometric cut for the region
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Figure 14: Illustration of how to choose an isometric cut for the subregion consisting of
legs adjacent to the d and c vertices. The upper dashed line crosses legs included in the B¯
Hilbert space, while the lower dashed line crosses legs included in the B Hilbert space. It
is straightforward to check that both the operators above and below the dashed lines are
isometries; it follows that S(A) = 12I(B¯ : B).
c-d. It is straightforward to show that the operators defined by this cut are isometric, from
which we can conclude that the mutual information across the B and B¯ subsystems of the
projecting state is equal to the entropy of the boundary region c-d, as needed.
One advantage to the isometric cut formula is that it is not necessary to limit the
networks which are included in the set F searched over. Indeed, it is a logical consequence
of our definitions that any cut which is isometric will have as its length the entropy of the
enclosed boundary region. Thus although we specified only the four networks given in figure
11 we could add arbitrary networks to the set F . Those without isometric cuts would not
disturb the isometric cut formula at all, and any additional networks having isometric cuts
would give unchanged values for the boundary entropies.
It is not difficult to construct further examples of sets of networks satisfying the isomet-
ric cut formula based on the construction used here. Indeed, we may continue the pattern
of contraction given by figure 8a and construct networks with an arbitrary number of layers.
We can then proceed to replace a subset of the projecting maximally entangled pairs by
non-maximally entangled states; allowing the same freedom of pushing operators through
adjacent tensors then gives a set of networks associated with a fixed boundary state. We
have not yet systematically studied which networks defined in this way contain isometric
cuts for all possible boundary regions; doing so remains a direction for future work.
5 Discussion and open questions
Tensor network models realize key features of the AdS/CFT correspondence, including the
connection between entanglement and geometry given by the Ryu-Takayanagi formula. Here
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we have extended tensor network models to include a larger class of states with entropies
calculated using cuts in a set of networks. To achieve this, we have restated the Ryu-
Takayanagi formula for networks as the isometric cut formula,
S(A) = L(γAiso) (5.1)
where γAiso is an isometric cut, which means the map defined by the network on either
side of γ is an isometry from the cut legs to the boundary. This isometric cut formula for
networks is analogous to the maximin formula in AdS/CFT, with isometric cuts in networks
playing the role of extremal surfaces in AdS/CFT. This identification of isometric cuts as
the network analogue of extremal surfaces is supported by the reduction of isometric cuts
to minimal surfaces in the case of a HaPPY network. Additionally, this identification leads
to an assignment of length in the network which has the expected geometric properties of
additivity and gauge invariance.
It would be interesting to modify the definition of length given here, which as stated
relies on the existence of an isometric cut crossing the leg of interest, to a purely local
definition. Such a definition would allow the geometric procedure for determining boundary
entropies to be stated as a maximin formula rather than the reformulation as the isometric
cut formula used here. Additionally one would know all of the lengths in every interior
slice, something not possible with the isometric cut definition. One natural possibility is to
define the length of a leg by the mutual information of the corresponding projecting state.
However recovering the maximin formula using such a definition is problematic. This is
because we can write the projecting state as |Ψi〉 = O ⊗ I|Ψ+〉 and move O off of the
projecting state, reconsidering it as part of a nearby tensor. In such a network the length
of the leg γi considered will be log dim γi. If networks with the operator O moved off of
all the projecting states are included in the set optimized over the maximin formula will
always return cuts with L(γ) = log dim γ, which restricts the models to describing static
spacetimes. Thus one would need appropriate limitations on the set of networks optimized
over if such a definition of length were used.
One motivation for this work is to try and learn something about how a tensor network
model can be evolved in spacetime. As a first step, we have clearly identified the HaPPY
networks as representing static states. This indicates HaPPY states are eigenstates of an
appropriate Hamiltonian, although it is not clear how to construct this Hamiltonian or
which set of HaPPY states correspond to a single Hamiltonian. Also in this context, the
variations of the interior of the network which are needed to find isometric cuts for all
boundary regions are most easily interpreted as evolving a portion of the network (forward
or backward) in time. By studying which such operations are required so that all isometric
cuts are included we may learn something about how to apply time evolution operators to
a network.
The perspective here begins by specifying a network. This defines a boundary state
and associated geometry. In appendix A we argue that it is also possible to begin with
a geometry and construct a network and boundary state. It is interesting to consider
proceeding in another direction - beginning with a quantum state, when can we construct
a network which has an appropriate geometry and contracts to the given boundary state?
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This question is the network analogue of asking which CFT states have gravity duals.
Our contribution indicates that this question should be modified somewhat, to ask which
quantum states have an associated set of networks which satisfy the isometric cut formula
and all contract to the given boundary state.
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A Networks from geometry
Typically in the HaPPY or random tensor network construction one begins with a network.
The network defines a boundary state and a geometry. In the random tensor construction
it is possible to begin with a geometry and construct a network which has minimal surfaces
matching those of the given geometry. This was already claimed in ref. [6], however, we
argue that the construction given there is problematic and give an alternative construction.
We also wish to acknowledge that our construction borrows a technique from ref. [19].
We consider a disk M = {(x, y) : 0 ≤ x2 + y2 ≤ 1} which is endowed with a distance
function d(u, v). Our goal is to fill in the disk with a planar tensor network which satisfies
the Ryu-Takayanagi formula and whose minimal surfaces have lengths approximating the
function d(u, v). We introduce a parameter δ which represents a unit of length in the
continuous geometry. In particular we say the network approximates the geometry of the
disk to a resolution of  if ∣∣∣∣d(u, v)− δlogD · L(u, v)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ , (A.1)
where L(u, v) is the graph length in the network, D is the dimension of the legs in the
network. The δ/ logD should be understood as a conversion factor from graph length
(unitless) to physical length.
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Figure 15: Illustration of our procedure for constructing a network whose minimal lengths
approximate those of a given geometry. The example shown constructs a network with
four boundary legs which approximates a disk shaped region of R2. In the first step, four
boundary points are chosen and all of the minimal cuts anchored on those points are drawn.
The minimal cuts form a planar graph, in this example the graph has vertices A,B,C,D
and O.
Our strategy is to construct a graph whose minimal cuts satisfy A.1 and then pop-
ulate that graph with random tensors of large bond dimension. With random tensors
placed on the vertices, the results of ref. [6] then guarantee the Ryu-Takayanagi formula
is satisfied. Let us consider as an example a disk which is a section of flat space, so
d(u, v) =
√
(u1 − v1)2 + (u2 − v2)2. A reasonable first approach is to tile the disk with a
regular polygon. This can be done with triangles, squares, or hexagons. However, none of
these tilings correctly reproduce lengths in the disk in the sense of A.1. For example in a
tiling with squares, the graph length function is
L(u, v) = |u1 − v1|+ |u2 − v2|, (A.2)
which doesn’t approximate the Euclidean distance. Additionally, such a distance function
gives highly degenerate minimal surfaces - for example a staircase shaped path gives the
same distance between two boundary points as a path which turns only once. Regular
tilings using triangles or hexagons produce similar graph distance functions and also have
degenerate minimal surfaces.
Our construction begins by specifying a set of points on the edge of the disk. The
closeness of our approximation is set in part by the number of points on the boundary
chosen, which we will denote by N . The construction proceeds by drawing every minimal
surface between pairs of these points; this is illustrated in figure 15. The resulting surfaces
define a graph which we take to be the dual graph of the tensor network being constructed.
Importantly, the edges in the direct graph are assigned a weighting wi set by
wi = Floor(d(uj , uk)/δ). (A.3)
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Figure 16: Illustration of the second step in our procedure for constructing a network
which approximates a given geometry. In this step, the dual of the graph formed in step
one is drawn. The edges of the dual graph are assigned a weight based on the R2 length of
the edges in the direct graph they cut. For example, a weight of Floor(A¯B/δ) is assigned
to the edge TY , where δx is a parameter with units of length controlling how closely the
graph approximates lengths in the disk.
Up to the rounding implemented by the floor function, the weight of the edges in the direct
graph is given by the length of the edges in the dual graph which they cut, measured in
units of δ. Forming the direct graph from the dual graph and assigning the weightings is
illustrated in figure 16.
Finally, random tensors are placed on the vertices of the direct graph and the number
of legs along an edge is chosen to be equal to the weighting wi associated with that leg. We
can then show that the resulting tensor network has lengths which satisfy A.1. To prove
this, note that a cut in the tensor network is also a path in the dual graph. We will consider
a minimal cut passing from u0 → uN where the ui are vertices in the dual graph. Consider
one segment of that path which passes from ui to uj . The length of this segment is given
by
L(ui, uj) = (number of legs crossed) logD. (A.4)
The number of legs crossed is just wi, which is the length of that segment of the path given
in units of δ,
L(ui, uj) = Floor
(
d(ui, uj)
δ
)
· logD (A.5)
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Inserting this into A.1 gives that∣∣∣∣d(ui, uj)− δlogD · L(ui, uj)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ. (A.6)
The number of boundary points chosen, N , sets the maximal number of segments in a
minimal cut through the disk, which we call f(N)6. Then the triangle inequality gives that
for a minimal path through the network
d(u0, un) ≤ δf(N). (A.7)
A network with resolution  then can be constructed by choosing δ = /f(N).
6A chord AB divides the points C,D... on the circles edge into two sets of size n1 and n2 where
n1 +n2 ≤ N − 2. Since every pairing of such points gives a chord which crosses AB once we can bound the
number of cuts through AB by ((N − 2)/2)2
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